
INTRODUCING F IRST-EVER  M A ZDA CX-ḃḀ



A NEW DIMENSION 
OF LUXURY

It’s the newest member of the Mazda family - 

a perfectly sized small SUV, surprisingly 

spacious and unique in every way. First-Ever 

Mazda CX-30 arrives soon and will challenge 

everything you expect a small SUV to be. 

Sleek and bold in its design, faultlessly crafted 

and totally luxurious, drivers will love the 

exciting performance while all passengers  

will appreciate the ambience of the whisper 

quiet cabin. 



YOUR PER  FECT S IZE  

Sitting perfectly between the small Mazda CX-3 and the medium Mazda CX-5,  

First-Ever Mazda CX-30 offers new dimensions perfectly suited to drivers looking 

for an agile SUV with a comfortable amount of space.

Model CX-ḃ CX-ḃḀ CX-5

Overall Length (mm) 4,275 4,395 4,550

Overall Height (mm) 1,535 1,540 1,680

Overall Width (mm) 1,765 1,795 1,840

Cargo Space (VDA) Litres 264 317/430* 442

* With underfloor storage due to Bose® system.



DE  SIGN IN  A  CL  A S S  OF  ITS  OWN

Sleek, beautiful proportions that deliver a sense of vitality and 

movement, First-Ever Mazda CX-30 represents a design aesthetic 

reminiscent of a work of art. The bold stance of an SUV is coupled 

with a flowing beauty that reflects light and shadow in a stunning  

and unique way, evolving and changing the exterior appearance 

depending on the time, the seasons and its movement.



LUXURY WITH ROOM TO MOVE 

The perfect use of space is no more evident than in the cabin. A sense of oneness envelops the driver with 

everything close at hand. In contrast, there is a sense of clean open space.

Interior details, beautiful finishes and quality materials greet you at every turn. From the perfect seating 

position to the angles of the screen and air vents, the human-centric design of the cabin leaves nothing to 

chance. There’s ample luggage space too with a generous 430L* of space in the boot.

*   When the under floor storage is used due to Bose® Stereo system.

Without underfloor storage used all grades – 317L.



TECHNOLOGY ON POINT

Every piece of technology within First-Ever Mazda 

CX-30 has been designed to provide drivers with 

confidence and ease of operation, while helping 

them enjoy their drive. The brilliant full-colour 

Active Driving Display relays only the most 

relevant information in a simple fashion, allowing 

for a more effortless driving experience. The latest 

in connectivity, including the new Mazda Connect 

system, is displayed in stunning clarity via the  

8.8-inch widescreen display, with Apple CarPlay®§ 

and Android® Auto§ as standard.

§  Please check the compatibility of your device (particularly your mobile phone)

with your Mazda Dealer as not all devices support connectivity or use all

available features.



SAFE  T  Y WITHOUT COMPROMISE

True peace of mind is built into every First-Ever Mazda CX-30 with a number of key safety features as standard across 

the range. A high concentration of ultra-high tensile steel helps reinforce the chassis, while a newly developed knee 

airbag for the driver, designed to suppress forward motion, also comes as standard. Paired with the latest in safety 

technology, like Smart Brake Support (SBS),† Lane-keep Assist System (LAS),† Blind Spot Monitoring (BSM)† and Mazda 

Radar Cruise Control (MRCC)† with Stop and Go function, every grade takes safety to another level.

†  Driver assist technology only. It should not be used in place of skilled and safe driving practices. It is the driver’s sole responsibility to monitor vehicle surroundings 

 and conditions and comply with all applicable laws at all times.



INTRODUCING  
VIS ION TECHNOLOGY

First-Ever Mazda CX-30 gives you the choice of Vision 

Technology to transform your drive into a truly effortless one. 

Consisting of 5 intuitive features, it includes a 360º View 

Monitor,† for superior visibility during low speed manoeuvres. 

There is also Cruising and Traffic Support (CTS),† which assists 

with the accelerator, brake and steering while stuck in traffic. 

Driver Monitoring† uses an infrared camera to detect driver 

drowsiness and deliver an alert when needed. Front Cross 

Traffic Alert (FCTA)† checks  for approaching vehicles in blind 

spots at T-intersections, and Front Parking Sensors help you 

handle parking with ease.

†  Driver assist technology only. It should not be used in place of skilled and safe driving 

practices. It is the driver’s sole responsibility to monitor vehicle surroundings and conditions 

and comply with all applicable laws at all times.

^   Vision Technology is included in some grades. 



PER  FOR M ANCE THAT E  XCITE  S  

First-Ever Mazda CX-30 has been developed with strict adherence to the Japanese philosophy of ‘Jinba-ittai’, the sense of car 

and driver as one. The result is an innate sense of responsiveness and a driving experience like no other. The newly developed 

G-Vectoring Control Plus (GVC Plus)† offers unprecedented levels of confidence-inspiring controllability in various situations 

such as high-speed lane changes and on slippery roads. Your choice of 2.0L or 2.5L Skyactiv-G petrol engines deliver dynamic 

performance and impressive fuel economy.

†  Driver assist technology only. It should not be used in place of skilled and safe driving practices. It is the driver’s sole responsibility to monitor vehicle surroundings  and conditions and comply 

with all applicable laws at all times.




